
Easy ref ill system

Classic form with textured finish

Broad pump head for
easy dispensing

Flush pump and case design fits the hand

REI-100IIS / 120IIS Series

Ref ill system offering both luxury 
and sustainability.
Lotion bottle with minimalist design

REI-120IIS

REI-120IIS CASE

Overall matte 
texture creates 
a sense of luxury

Environmentally 
friendly replacement 
ref ill bottle



Ref ill bottle
(REI-120IIS + P ALM CAP)

Ref ill cap options

P-27
INNER RING CAP

P
ALM CAP

Replacement ref ill 
lotion bottle
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REI-100IIS / 120IIS Series Premium refill bottle system

REI-120IIS SetREI-100IIS Set REI-120IISREI-100IIS  

REI-120IIS Set
REI-100IIS Set

Total height: 190.0mm
Diameter: 46.1Φ
Material: Outer case: PP

Over cap: PP
Closure: PP
Head: PP

Volume: 100ml/120ml
Accessories: PD-P0524RR Pump

PD-P1024RR Pump

REI-100IIS 
REI-120IIS
Total height: 146.0mm

Diameter (100ⅡS): 34.7Φ

Diameter (120ⅡS): 37.7Φ

Material: PET

Weight: 14.0g

OFC (100IIS): 118ml

ODC (120IIS): 140ml

Accessories: PD-P0524RR Pump
PD-P1024RR Pump

P (24/410) accessories
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RECS-50 Set RECS-50 Ref ill Jar + Cap
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Twist the neck to
remove it from the
outer case

Detach pump from
the used ref ill bottle

Discard the used ref ill bottle, the
attach the new ref ill to the pump

Thin wall ref ill bottle 
of fers reduced use of 
raw materialsThis eco-friendly ref ill system for lotion 

offers easy replacement of the thin-walled 
ref ill bottle. 
The removed ref ill can be easily crushed 
and discarded.
The outer case, with its matte finish on the 
entire exterior, is tactile and luxurious, 
making it ideal for mid-range and high end 
essence, lotion, emulsion, moisturizing gel, 
cleansing oil and more. 

When combined with the cream 
jar ref ill system, a complete 
product line can be developed. 

The 50ml cream jar is ideal for beauty/ moisturizing cream, and the 120ml 
bottle can be used for lotion and toner to offer a complete product line. A 
100ml size bottle has also been just been added to the lineup, providing a 
choice of capacities.


